Prep C have learnt a lot this term, as well as having a lot of fun! We have been introduced to almost all the letter names and sounds. We are becoming very good at writing our names in lower case letters and ‘hearing a sound and writing it down!’

We have explored our numbers to 9 (and above) in a variety of ways. We especially liked making numbers using play dough (Miss Fraser enjoyed the clean up afterwards)!

Our ‘Me Book’ presentations were entertaining to say the least. Our Mums, Dads and Nannies went home very messy (painty),
The tooth fairy has visited us a few times, which has bought great excitement! We love all of the beautiful (toothless) smiles!

Kursten has helped us produce some beautiful artwork. Have a look at the ‘Prep Art Wall’ to see our cuddly teddy bears and our chirpy chicks!

Thank you to all the parent helpers who have joined us in our PMP sessions and cooking lessons! We could not have done this without you and appreciate all your hard work!

Happy holidays everybody!